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SOLARIS-LED-RD
Decorative SOLARIS Round Ceiling Mount LED By Elite Lighting

DIMENSIONS

FEATURES

RoHS ErP

Introducing our Decorative Solaris Round Ceiling Mount LED, a 
true blend of elegance and functionality. This innovative lighting 
fixture is designed to redefine the way you experience lighting in 
your space. Crafted with precision and artistry, this luminaire is a 
testament to modern aesthetics and high-quality materials. The 
combination of premium acrylic, metal, and high-quality aluminum 
ensures a captivating appearance and lasting durability.

Choose from two captivating colors – Black and White to 
seamlessly complement any interior style. With our Decorative 
Solaris Round Ceiling Mount LED, elevate your space with style 
and modern technology.

COLORS

 Black White

LUMENS 

CCT 

CRI

3000K, 3500K, 4000K

90+

50W, 76W

23” / 35” Ø Diameter 

Ceiling Mount / Suspended Mount

IP 20 

Black / White  

Dimmable  

Aluminum + Metal + Acrylic  

POWER

DIMENSIONS

MOUNTING

IP RATING

COLOR

DIMMING

L70 at 50,000 hours   LIFE TIME

3500L / 4500

MATERIAL

3500

4500

50W

76W

LUMENS WATTS

1
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OPTICS & PERFORMANCE ELECTRICAL

DIMMING & DRIVER INFORMATION

CONSTRUCTION

MOUNTING

WARRANTY

LISTINGS
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SOLARIS-LED-RD
Decorative SOLARIS Round Ceiling Mount LED 

CCT 

Meticulously designed with evenly spaced LEDs to provide a uniform, glare-free 
illumination reminiscent of a luminous halo. This ingenious technology 
minimizes glare and eradicates any hot spots, granting you unrivaled light 
control. Complementing this innovation, our one-piece diffuser disperses light 
evenly in every direction, resulting in a seamless and ambient glow that 
transforms your environment into a captivating haven of illumination. 

Powered by high-quality constant-current power LED drivers rated for 
50 to 60Hz at 120V input, produce less than 20% THD, and have a 
power factor between 0.90 and 1.00. LED driver compartment. 

DIM10 Flicker Free 1% Dimming Standard (DIM10) 0-10V dimming on 
either MVOLT 120 or 277V. 347V please consult factory.

Indulge in the sleek allure of our LED lighting system, where an impeccably 
crafted aluminum body and seamlessly integrated one-piece diffuser 
coalesce to form a strikingly contemporary design. This luminaire, artfully 
constructed with a combination of high quality aluminum, metal, and 
premium acrylic materials, exemplifies modern aesthetics and high-quality 
durability.

Through its Cover, this LED masterpiece delivers unparalleled illumination, 
creating an ambiance of refined elegance and technical prowess that 
complements any modern setting. Elevate your space with the artistry of 
lighting, where innovative design meets impeccable engineering for a truly 
transformative experience.

Featuring both ceiling mount and suspended mount options, this fixture is 
designed for easy installation directly onto the ceiling surface, ensuring a 
seamless and stylish addition to any room. With the suspended mount 
option, the fixture comes delivered with adjustable 10-ft length cords, 
providing the flexibility needed for a seamless installation. Engineered to 
accommodate various mounting heights and ceiling types, including 
sloped ceilings, this lighting solution offers adaptability to suit any space 
and customize your lighting setup.

By Elite Lighting

Five-year warranty for parts and components. (Labor not included)

RoHS: Directive restricting hazardous substances in electronics.
ErP: Regulation for eco-design of energy-related products. 

1.MOQ (minimum order quantity) required for black color option, please consult factory.

     MOUNTING

CM
SM 

Ceiling Mount
Suspended Mount 

-
- 2

LUMINAIRE SIZE LUMENS

23 -
35 - 

3500L -
4500L -

3500L
4600L

Ø23.6” 
Ø35.4” 

CRI

Example: SOLARIS-LED-RD-23-3500L-DIMTR/120-DIM10/MVOLT-30K/35K/40K-90-WH-CM

SOLARIS-LED-RD

SERIES

     CCT

30K/35K/40K - 3000K-3500K-4000K

     CRI

90 - 90+

     COLOR

WH 
BK  

White
Black

-
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DIMMING/VOLTAGE

DIMTR/120-DIM10/MVOLT   
Triac Dimming 120V/0-10V Dimmable in 120-277V


